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Top 10 Most Popular Job Interview Questions 

and How to Prepare for Them. 

Most of us only ever attend a handful of job interviews during our lifetime, so it’s no wonder we 

sometimes struggle when faced with questions about our experience and what we do in our daily 

duties.  

The best way to tackle difficult job interview questions is to have done a little preparation in 

advance. 

Below you will find a list of frequently asked Job Interview questions that will enable you to 

maximise your full potential during job interviews that may determine which route your career’s 

will take next. 

What is your greatest strength?  

Don’t just think about how you meet the jobs minimum requirements, think how you go the extra 

mile to complete projects ahead of schedule or smash your sales targets on a regular basis. 

What is your greatest weakness?  

Admit that perhaps presentation or something non-essential wasn’t your best strength but explain 

how to took steps to put this right. 

How do you handle stress and pressure?  

You could say that you work better under a deadline or mention that keeping fit and going to the 

gym helps manage your stress on a personal level. 

Describe a difficult work situation / project and how you overcame it.  

The most important thing here is to try and think of a very brief scenario that you dealt with well 

and make sure you have a positive outcome.  Often where candidates struggle is thinking of an 

example under the pressure of an interview situation, so be prepared! 

How do you evaluate success?  

A question like this gives your potential employer a sense of your work ethic, your goals, and your 

overall personality. Here’s an example of a good general response, 

"I evaluate success based on not only my work, but the work of my team. In order for me to be 

considered successful, the team needs to achieve both our individual and our team goals." 
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Why are you leaving or have left your job?  

Your answer should be positive and upbeat even if the circumstances were difficult.  If you were 

made redundant, depersonalise it by talking about company restructuring rather than your 

individual circumstance.  Never criticise a previous employer no matter how tempting. 

Why do you want this job?  

Your answer should reinforce why you are such a good fit for the job and then convey your 
enthusiasm for the role e.g. 

 Good match between your skills and their requirements 
 Interested in the product/market/sector 
 Company's excellent reputation, exciting challenge etc. 
 Do not say (even if it's true) that you just need a job, or you want it because it's local. 
 

Why should we hire you?  

Think of what they are looking for in an employee in a nutshell and try and match this with your 

unique skills and experience you have to offer.  This is your chance to offer a concise slaes pitch on 

why your are their ideal candidate. 

What are your goals for the future?  

Employers want to be sure that you won't be moving on to another job right away. 

Here are a few examples: 

 My long-term goals involve growing with a company where I can continue to learn, take on 

additional responsibilities, and contribute as much of value as I can. 

 I see myself as a top performing employee in a well-established organization, like this one. I plan 

on enhancing my skills and continuing my involvement in (related) professional associations. 

 Once I gain additional experience, I would like to move on from a technical position to 

management. 

 

Tell me about yourself. 

Your interviewer is not looking for a 10-minute dissertation here. Instead, offer a razor sharp 

sentence or two that sets the stage for further discussion and sets you apart from your 

competitors. 

Give them "your synopsis about you" answer, specifically your Unique Selling Proposition. Known as 

a personal branding or a value-added statement, the USP is a succinct, one-sentence description of 
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who you are, your biggest strength and the major benefit that a company will derive from this 

strength. 

Be Prepared 

When you walk into an interview, remember to always expect the "tell me about yourself" 

question. Prepare ahead of time by developing your own personal branding statement that clearly 

tells who you are, your major strength and the clear benefit that your employer received. The 

advantages of this approach are that you'll quickly gain their attention and interest them in 

knowing more. You'll separate yourself from your competitors. You'll also have a higher chance of 

being positively remembered and hired. 


